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Delivery, technical changes, errors and omissions exempted. Please take notice of the user manuals and latest information which can be downloaded from our site. All pictures are similar and partially symbolic.

No. 41603600

EUROLITE LED PAR-64 COB 3000K 100W Zoom bk

PAR spot with warm white 100 W COB LED and manual 
zoom

No. 41603605

EUROLITE LED PAR-64 COB RGBW 120W Zoom bk

PAR spot with 120 W RGBW LED and manual zoom

It‘s more than you see at first sight!
At first glance, this spotlight looks like a classic PAR-64, but it has a few key advanta-
ges that make it stand out: An extremely bright COB LED is used in its centre, with a 
light output equivalent to that of a 1000 watt spotlight.

Warm white version with high CRI
The light of the warm white version is not only particularly bright, but also scores with 
a colour rendering index (CRI) of over 90. Another advantage of this spot: You can set 
the dimmer frequency from 900 to 25,000 Hertz. The spotlight is therefore very suitable 
even for sensitive applications such as video productions.

Zoom and dimming
In contrast to the classic Par-64, the spotlight also offers a manual 
zoom from 11° to 35° and a very homogeneous light image. Of cour-
se it can be controlled directly via DMX. Its dimming works cleanly 
and evenly up to complete darkness. 

Two versions
The LED PAR-64 COB Zoom is available in a pure warm white ver-
sion and as RGB version. A great spotlight that can be used as front 
light for concerts as well as for trade fairs, video and photo produc-
tions and simple theater tasks. And best of all: You get the complete 
package at a sensationally low price.
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